Abstract-Power information operation and maintenance knowledge overload has become a pressing issue with the development of smart grid construction. The traditional personalized recommendation method cannot meet the demand of personalized recommendation of power information maintenance knowledge in big data environment. This paper proposes a method based on Spark which gives a personalized recommendation method of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. Firstly, an implicit rating mechanism is introduced, which can transform the learning behavior of users into implicit rating of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. Secondly, a personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests is designed. Finally, the personalized recommendation method, based on Spark, is applied to recommend power information operation and maintenance knowledge. The experimental results show that the method can effectively improve the accuracy and real-time of recommendation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Power information operation and maintenance knowledge overload has become a pressing issue with the development of smart grid construction, which has made it difficult for users to find the knowledge that they really need from a great deal of power information operation and maintenance knowledge [1] . An effective way to enhance the power information operation and maintenance knowledge level of users is through personalized recommendation of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. This has great significance in ensuring the safe and stable operation of power enterprise information communication system.
Collaborative filtering is widely used in e-commerce, social networking, video/music on demand and other fields, and is currently the most successful personalized recommendation method [2] . It recommends the Reference [3] proposed a memory based collaborative filtering algorithm via propagation. Reference [4] proposed a recommendation of algorithm-combing item features and trust relationship of mobile users. Reference [5] proposed a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on time weight and user feature. The traditional personalized recommendation method has the bottleneck of insufficient computing power, low processing efficiency and so on, which cannot meet the demand of personalized recommendation of power information maintenance knowledge in the big data environment. The distributed or parallel algorithm can improve the efficiency of traditional collaborative filtering algorithm. Cloud computing has the advantages of high reliability, massive data processing, extendibility, and high equipment utilization, which has become the foundation of big data processing technology [6] , [7] . Presently, cloud computing has been adopted to explore collaborative filtering algorithm by many industries. Reference [8] proposed an improved collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on hadoop. Reference [9] designed a recommendation system for Ecommence based on hadoop. Collaborative filtering has a large number of iterative computation and I/O operations on the hadoop platform, which seriously reduces the performance of parallel computing. However, distributed processing framework Spark can make full use of cluster memory, which enhances the ability of rapid processing and analysis [10] . Therefore, Spark provides a new technical idea for big data processing.
In order to address issues of power information operation and maintenance overload in big data environment, a personalized recommendation method of power information operation and maintenance knowledge based on Spark is proposed in this paper. Importantly, an implicit rating mechanism is introduced. Then, a personalized recommendation method that combines knowledge features and user interests is designed. Lastly, the personalized recommendation method based on Spark is applied to recommend power information operation and maintenance knowledge.
II. IMPLICIT RATING MECHANISM
Authentic and reliable rating data is the premise of personalized recommendation of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. Thus, the rating data should reflect the degree of user interests in power operation and maintenance knowledge as much as possible. Users exhibit certain learning behavior on power information operation and maintenance knowledge in the process of online learning. For example, power information operation and maintenance knowledge will be downloaded, collected, shared, and learned. Therefore, an implicit rating mechanism is introduced to track the learning behavior of users, and the learning behavior will be converted to implicit rating of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. The implicit rating can better solve the problems that users learn power information operation and maintenance knowledge, although they cannot rate, and objectively reflect the level of user interests in power information operation and maintenance knowledge with higher reliability than prediction [11] .
The implicit rating can be obtained by calculating the scores of single learning behavior or combined learning behavior of users. D (Download), C (Collection), S (Share), and T (Learning Time) are used to express the learning behavior of users in this paper, and the rating value of power information operation and maintenance knowledge uses 5 points rule. The corresponding rating value of learning behavior is shown in Table I . 
III. RECOMMENDATION METHOD COMBING KNOWLEDGE FEATURES AND USER INTERESTS
Collaborative filtering is currently the most successful personalized recommendation method. It can be divided into two categories: collaborative filtering based on storage and collaborative filtering based on model [12] . The collaborative filtering algorithm based on storage looks for neighboring users whose habits and preferences are similar to target user by analyzing historical rating data, and then recommends the knowledge that neighboring users are interested to target user. The implementation of traditional collaborative filtering algorithm is divided into three steps: obtaining the user rating data; looking for the nearest neighbors; generating the recommendation list [13] .
A personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests is designed in this paper by considering the correlation features of knowledge and the dynamic change of user interests in the personalized recommendation process of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. That is to say, knowledge correlation is introduced in the process of user similarity calculation and time function is introduced in the process of unrated knowledge prediction.
A. User Similarity Calculation
The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm only considers the knowledge that users have commonly rated, but neglects the correlation between knowledge in the process of user similarity calculation [14] . Therefore, the knowledge that users have commonly rated may exist unrelated knowledge, resulting in inaccurate results. Knowledge correlation is introduced in the process of user similarity computation in order to reduce the interference of unrelated knowledge to user similarity calculation. There are many different methods to calculate knowledge correlation, such as cosine similarity, Pearson correlation coefficient, and conditional probability [15] . Conditional probability is used to calculate the knowledge correlation as follows. The calculation formula of user similarity is as follows when knowledge correlation is introduced. 
B. Unrated Knowledge Prediction
The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm regards different time rating value of users as the same in the process of unrated knowledge prediction, but does not account for the fact that users rate knowledge in different time [16] . As user interests change over time, and it changes small in a relatively short period of time. Therefore, users are most likely interested in recent rating knowledge. Psychologist Ebbinghaus's research on the phenomenon of forgetting demonstrates that the forgetting process of human beings is gradual and nonlinear [17] . Using the human forgetting rule, the time function is introduced in the process of unrated knowledge prediction, which can reflect the impacts of different time rating value of users on unrated knowledge. The more current the rating knowledge, the greater impact on unrated knowledge prediction. Thus, the time function should be a monotonically increasing function and function value is between 0 and 1. The exponential function is used as the time function in this paper. The prediction formula of unrated knowledge when time function is introduced is as follows.
where T i u P , presents the rating given by target user u to unrated knowledge T i .
IV. PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATION OF POWER INFORMATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE KNOWLEDGE BASED ON SPARK A. Distributed Processing Framework Spark
Spark is a distributed processing framework based on memory computing, whose aim is to carry out a fast processing and analysis of big data. In order to overcome the shortcomings of hadoop in iterative calculation, Spark introduces the technology of memory computing. The advantage is that data sets are cached in memory and data are read directly from the memory, which reduces the disk I/O operations and enhances the processing speed.
Spark improves efficiency by using resilient distributed data sets [18] (RDD) in cluster computing. RDD is a type of parallel data structures, based on distributed memory, which can store data in memory and control the partition to optimize data distribution. RDD is a read-only partition sets that can be shared among multiple computing applications. RDD not only supports the application based on data sets but also has fault tolerance, local computing scheduling, and scalability [19] .
The running architecture of Spark is shown in Fig. 1 . Spark applications run on different nodes in the cluster with an independent executor, and the SparkContext object is used to carry out the overall scheduling in the main program. SparkContext can be connected with three cluster resource managers, such as Standalone, Mesos, or Yarn. The role of cluster resource manager is to allocate resources for different Spark applications. Spark needs to send application code to the executor of worker node to execute task in the process of executing program, whose role is to achieve the data localization calculation. 
B. Personalized Recommendation of Power Information Operation and Maintenance Knowledge
According to the previous papers, a personalized recommendation method of power information operation and maintenance knowledge based on Spark is built in this paper, which is applied to power information operation and maintenance knowledge training platform of actually running. The process of personalized recommendation of power information operation and maintenance knowledge is shown in Fig. 2 .
Recommendation engine is the central of personalized recommendation of power information and maintenance knowledge. The basic idea is that the information of users, power information operation and maintenance knowledge, and rating are transferred to the recommendation engine through the input interfaces. The personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests based on Spark proposed in this paper is applied to recommend power information operation and maintenance knowledge in recommendation module.
The recommended results are presented to users through the output interfaces. The parallel implementation of personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests based on Spark has also adopted the idea of "map" and "reduce" on the whole. However, the biggest difference from the MapReduce of Hadoop is that all the iterative calculation are done from the Spark memory, and the middle results do not need to interact with the disk. Its implementation process is as follows.
Input: userId, knowledgeId, rating, timestamp Output: topNKnowledge ① sc=new SparkContext(arg [1] 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND EXAMPLE ANALYSIS A. Experimental Environment
Experimental platform uses one Huawei server, which is configured as follows: 2XIntel (R) Xeon (R) E5-2620 V2 2.10GHz CPU, Memory 128GiB, 1000Mbit/S card, 500TB hard disk. Five CentOS virtual machines are deployed in the Huawei server, which contains a master and four slavers. The hardware configurations of each virtual machine is as follows: master has 12g memory, 2.0 core processor, 1T hard disk; each of the slaves has 8g of memory, a 2.0 core processor, and a 1T hard disk. The version of Hadoop is 2.6.0, the version of JDK is 1.7, and the program of Hadoop was written in Java language. The version of Spark is 1.0.0, the version of Scala is 2.10.4, and the program of Spark was written in Scala language.
Experimental data sets use implicit rating data, which is generated by power information operation and maintenance knowledge training platform of actually running. The data sets contain 400 users 100,000 ratings for 2,300 knowledge, and the rating score value is between 1 and 5, which shows the degree of user interests in power information operation and maintenance knowledge. In order to make the experiment more persuasive, the data sets are randomly divided into training set and test set with the ratio of 80% and 20%.
The composition of knowledge in data sets is shown in Table II . 
B. Example Analysis 1) Accuracy of recommendation
In this experiment, the personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests are compared with the traditional personalized recommendation method in order to test the accuracy of recommendation.
The study adopts mean absolute error MAE, which is easy to understand and calculate within statistical accuracy measurement methods, as the standard of accuracy of recommendation. The smaller MAE is, the more accurate recommendation achieves [20] . Setting the prediction rating sets of target user as 
The number of nearest neighbors influences MAE. Therefore, we choose different size of nearest neighbors from the same data sets. The number of nearest neighbors increases from 10 to 45 with an interval of 5. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 , we can see that the value of MAE of personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests are smaller than traditional personalized recommendation method. The reason is that the knowledge correlation is introduced in the process of user similarity calculation, which reduces the interference of unrelated knowledge. The time function is introduced in the process of unrated knowledge prediction, which reflects the dynamic changes of user interests. Thus, the accuracy of recommendation is improved.
2) Real-time of recommendation
In this experiment, the personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests realizes on Spark and Hadoop platform in order to test the real-time of recommendation.
The study adopts running time, which is easy to understand and test, as the standard of real-time of recommendation. The smaller running time is, the higher real-time recommendation achieves. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , we can see that the running time of personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests under Spark platform is smaller than Hadoop platform. The reason is that all the iterative calculation are done in memory under Spark platform, and the middle results do not need to interact with the disk, which reduces the data transmission time. Additionally, the conversion between RDD is delayed. Thus, the real-time of recommendation is improved.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to address issues of power information operation and maintenance knowledge overload in big data environment, personalized recommendation method of power information operation and maintenance knowledge based on Spark is proposed in this paper. A personalized recommendation method combing knowledge features and user interests is designed, which considers the correlation features of knowledge and the dynamic change of user interests in the personalized recommendation process of power information operation and maintenance knowledge. The personalized recommendation method based on Spark is applied to recommend power information operation and maintenance knowledge. The experimental analysis and experiments show that the personalized recommendation method has a better effect and enhances the accuracy and real-time of personalized recommendation of power information operation and maintenance knowledge, with a very important application value.
